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MET SITE UTILIZATION ANALYSIS
 For use of this form, see USMEPCOM Regulation 611-1 DRAFT Version
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
USMEPCOM FORM 611-1-6-R-E, DEC 2016 
Replaces USMEPCOM Form 611-1-6-R-E, JAN 2014, which is obsolete
 1. Mileage to nearest MET Site:
Mileage to nearest MEPS:
 2. Average number of applicants per session:
a. Number of sessions
b. Number of applicants
c. Average per session (2b divided by 2a)
 MET Site:
 Period of Evaluation:
*
1st Quarter
2nd Quarter
3rd Quarter
4th Quarter
*
NOTE: 2a include training of new ITAs
USMEPCOM Form 611-1-6-R-E Instructions 
Note: Be sure to click in any fillable field after entering data or calculations will NOT update.
MET Site:  Self explanatory.  Period of Evaluation:  Self explanatory.
1.  Enter the number of miles to the closest MET site and MEPS.
2.  Applicants per MET site session for each FY Quarter.
   a.  Total sessions expended for period being evaluated.
   b.  Total applicants testing during same period in 2a.
        This number is calculated in the respective Quarter's box (1st Quarter, 2nd Quarter, etc.)
   c.  Average applicants per session (divide the number from 2b by 2a). 
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